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Easy mounting
mounting for Light Panels!
Our Track System is specially designed for our Touch Light Panels. Each
system contains two tracks for mounting up to three Light Panels. Just
mount both tracks on the wall, and slip in one to three panels. The system
allows for quick and easy repositioning of the panels. Buy two sets of tracks
to mount all six panels. Size: 45½"L x 1"H x ½"W. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

3. Once you have made all your markings using a drill bit, drill all your
mounting holes. Make sure you are using the proper size and type of drill
bit for the type of material you are drilling into, also make sure there are
no electrical, water or gas lines directly behind your drilling marks. Install
your wall anchors following the manufactures installation instructions.

1. The Track System comes in two parts, each rail or track system will hold
a total of 3 of our Touch Light wall Panels. The first thing you need to do
is make sure that the 4 mounting screws which are already installed on
the back of each Light Panel are properly adjusted so the Light Panels
can move freely in the Track System. Using a Phillips Head screwdriver
turn the screws out just enough that the Track can slide freely when the
screws are inside the grove on the Track itself. (See Photos).

4. Once the Tracks have been mounted you can slide each Light Panel
into the Track System.
2. Once you have adjusted the screws on the Light Panels you can mount
the Tracks on the wall. Please Note: Mounting hardware is not included.
You can use standard wall anchoring hardware found at hardware stores
and Home Improvement Centers. Please consult one of their hardware
associates for the proper mounting hardware based on your wall
construction and mounting application. The first thing you will want to do
is mark the location of each rail and screw holes before drilling (Please
see included diagram). Use a level to make sure each Track is level
before making your marks. The space between each track needs to be
10.25 inches apart. This distance must be the same at both ends of the
tracks for a proper and secure fit of the Light Panels.

Care of the Unit:
The Track System can be wiped clean with any household multi-purpose,
non-abrasive cleaner and disinfectant. We recommend Simple Green, which
is a non toxic biodegradable all-purpose cleaner.
Do not use abrasive cleaners, as they will scratch the surface of the unit.
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